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Abstract
Objectives To prospectively assess the technical performance of an augmented reality system for MR-guided spinal
injection procedures.
Methods The augmented reality system was used with a
clinical 1.5-T MRI system. A total of 187 lumbosacral
spinal injection procedures (epidural injection, spinal nerve
root injection, facet joint injection, medial branch block,
discography) were performed in 12 human cadavers. Needle
paths were planned with the Perk Station module of 3D
Slicer software on high-resolution MR images. Needles
were placed under augmented reality MRI navigation.
MRI was used to confirm needle locations. T1-weighted
fat-suppressed MRI was used to visualise the injectant.
Outcome variables assessed were needle adjustment rate,

inadvertent puncture of non-targeted structures, successful
injection rate and procedure time.
Results Needle access was achieved in 176/187 (94.1 %)
targets, whereas 11/187 (5.9 %) were inaccessible. Six of
11 (54.5 %) L5–S1 disks were inaccessible, because of an
axial obliquity of 30˚ (27˚–34˚); 5/11 (45.5 %) facet
joints were inaccessible because of osteoarthritis or fusion. All accessible targets (176/187, 94.1 %) were successfully injected, requiring 47/176 (26.7 %) needle
adjustments. There were no inadvertent punctures of vulnerable structures. Median procedure time was 10.2 min
(5–19 min).
Conclusions Image overlay navigated MR-guided spinal injections were technically accurate. Disks with an obliquity ≥27˚
may be inaccessible.
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Key Points
• Augmented reality technology facilitates MR-guided spine
injections.
• Patient and operator exposure to ionising radiation can be
obviated.
• MR imaging guidance enabled the procedure without need
of a dedicated interventional MRI system.
• Various MR-guided spine injection procedures using augmented reality are technically accurate.
• Augmented reality has potential to simplify the workflow of
MR-guided spine injections.

provided outside the magnet by the co-registration and
simultaneous visualisation of the subject and projected MR
image that includes the targeted anatomical structure and
planned virtual needle path [22, 24, 25]. Design, principles
and components of the IOS have been detailed elsewhere
[22]. The percutaneous surgery training and performance
measurement module (Perk Station) of the 3D Slicer software (version 3.6, http://www.slicer.org) was used for targeting of anatomical structures, determination of the skin
entry site, calculation of the virtual needle path, and display
and projection of MR images [24].

Keywords Spine injection . MR-guided . Interventional MR
imaging . Augmented reality . Image overlay
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Introduction
Spinal injection procedures, such as epidural injections, selective spinal nerve root (perineural) injections, facet joint injections, medial branch nerve blocks and discography, are
commonly employed techniques in the diagnosis and treatment of back pain [1, 2]. Procedures are frequently performed
under x-ray fluoroscopy and CT guidance; however, the
procedure-related exposure to ionising radiation raises health
concerns [1, 3–7]. Thus, over the last 2 decades, researchers
have developed interventional MR imaging techniques to
guide spinal injection procedures, which have successfully
transitioned into clinical practice [2, 8–16]. Regardless of the
advantage of the absence of ionising radiation of interventional MR imaging and achievable technical success rates
similar to fluoroscopy and CT guidance, access to the patient
inside the bore of the magnet is limited, which can interfere
with targeting small spinal structures [16–19]. Augmented reality navigation, on the other hand, allows MRguided procedures outside the bore with an approximate
targeting error of 1.9 mm [20–23]. Thus, the purpose of
this study was to prospectively assess the performance
parameters (needle adjustment rate, inadvertent puncture
of non-targeted structures, successful injection rate and
procedural time) of this augmented reality image overlay system (IOS) for the navigation of MR-guided spinal injection procedures in human cadavers.

Methods
System description
An MR-compatible, two-dimensional, static axial plane
augmented reality IOS was used in conjunction with a 1.5T MRI system (MAGNETOM Espree, Siemens Healthcare,
Erlangen, Germany) (Fig. 1). MR imaging guidance was

We used 12 non-embalmed, full-torso human cadavers (7
female, 5 male; age range at death, 50–99 years; mean age at
death, 75 years), including 4/12 (33 %) small (living body
mass index, 16–18.5 kg/m2), 4/12 (33 %) medium (18.5–
25 kg/m2) and 4/12 (33 %) large (25–30 kg/m2) subjects
[26]. Subjects were obtained and handled in accordance
with our institutional policy. The frozen cadaveric subjects
were allowed to thaw for 24 h to room temperature (approximately 20–22 °C) before the experiments.
Research plan and definitions
A total of 187 lumbosacral spinal injections procedures were
planned, including 7/187 (3.7 %) epidural injection, 70/187
(37.4 %) selective spinal nerve root injection, 40/187
(21.4 %) facet joint injection, 40/187 (21.5 %) medial
branch nerve block and 30/187 (16 %) discography (Table 1).
Each target was injected only once. The study was carried out
on 18 separate days over a time period of 14 weeks. Injections
were performed by one operator (J.F.) with 10 years of experience in interventional MRI and spinal injection procedures.
All targets were prospectively, randomly and evenly assigned.
All targets except for epidural injections were specified by
lumbar level. Laterality was assigned to each target except for
epidural injections and discography, which were determined
individually during targeting. Procedures were executed consecutively. The operator used the dominant hand for rightsided needle paths and non-dominant hand for left-sided needle paths. Injectants consisted of gadolinium-DTPA-enhanced
saline using a dilution factor of 1:250.
Epidural injections were defined as the injection of 3–
5 ml of contrast medium into the lumbar epidural space
through a posterior interlaminar access, selective spinal
nerve root injections as the transforaminal injection of
1 ml of contrast medium to the spinal nerve, facet joint
injections as the intra-articular injection of 0.5–1 ml of
contrast medium into the facet joint, medial branch nerve
blocks as the injection of 1 ml of contrast medium to the
medial aspect of the superior surface of the transverse
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Fig. 1 a Schematic depiction of the interventional setup including the
augmented reality Image-Overlay system (IOS) and a clinical 1.5-T
MR imaging system. b Three-dimensional drawing of the IOS from the
operator's view. The red laser line (arrow) on the subject's skin marks
the target image plane in the craniocaudal direction. c Intra-procedural
photograph of an MR-guided epidural injection (same as in Fig. 2) with
the IOS, from the operator's view. The subject has been moved out of
the magnet under the Image-Overlay, so that the target MR image
(showing the target site of the epidural space) coincides with the laser
line (thick white arrow). The computer fuses the target MR image with

a graphical representation of the planned needle path and depth (grey
arrow) and displays the composite image on the monitor display (thin
white arrow). In the semi-transparent mirror (thin grey arrow) the
projected image appears to be floating inside the subject in the exact
location where the target MR image had been acquired. The skin entry
point is indicated by the apparent intersection of the red laser line
(white arrow) and the virtual needle path (grey arrow). The black arrow
points to the operator's hand while inserting the needle. The composite
image in the mirror does not change when the operator moves his head
and it appears identical to multiple observers

process of the L1, L2, L3 and L4 lumbar vertebral body and
to the notch of the ala of the sacrum (dorsal primary ramus
of the L5 nerve), and discograms were defined as the injection of 1–2 ml of contrast medium into the nucleus
pulposus.

field of view (FOV), 192 × 192 mm; base resolution (BR),
192 pixels; phase resolution (PR), 100 %; bandwidth (BW),
751 Hz; acquisition time (TA), 16 min] of the lumbar spine
was acquired. A flexible loop-shaped radio-frequency coil
with a diameter of 19 cm (Siemens Healthcare) and the table
coil elements were used for all MR image acquisitions. The
MRI data set was imported into the Perk Station, and operator calibration of the IOS was performed by aligning the
overlay projection with the operator’s line of sight on each
side of the object using the Perk Station [24].
Next, the operator selected the targets and respective skin
entry points on the imported MR images using the Perk
Station, which subsequently calculated and displayed needle
paths and insertion depths (Fig. 2). Needle placements were

Workflow
Initially, an isotropic MRI data set [three-dimensional Sampling Perfection with Application optimised Contrasts using
different flip angle Evolutions (SPACE) sequence; repetition
time (TR), 1,000–1,100; echo time (TE), 34; flip angle (FA),
120; number of averages (Av), 2; echo train length (ETL),
73; slice thickness (ST), 1 mm; number of slices (SL), 240;
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Table 1 Procedures and
vertebral levels

% of total is given relative to 187
targets

Level

Epidural
injection

Selective spinal
nerve root injection

Facet joint
injection
n

% of
total

Discography

n

n

% of
total

n

% of
total

n

L1

-

-

6

3.3

-

-

8

4.3

-

-

L1-L2

-

-

-

-

4

2.2

-

-

6

3.2

L2
L2-L3

-

-

8
-

4.3
-

6

3.2

8
-

4.3
-

6

3.2

L3

-

-

12

6.4

-

-

8

4.3

-

-

L3-4

5

2.6

-

-

6

3.2

-

-

6

3.2

L4
L4-L5

2

1.1

12
-

6.4
-

10

5.3

8
-

4.3
-

6

3.2

L5

-

-

12

6.4

-

-

8

4.3

-

-

L5-S1
S1

-

-

10

5.3

14
-

7.5
-

-

-

6
-

3.2
-

S2
Total

7/187

3.7

10
70/187

5.3
37.4

40/187

21.4

40/187

21.5

30/187

16.0

performed under augmented reality MRI guidance with the
subject located under the IOS (Fig. 1). For each target, the
table of the MR imaging system was automatically moved to
the calculated table position that resulted in appropriate location of the targeted axial image under the IOS. Augmented
reality visualisation was achieved by the apparent projection
of the MR image containing the target and its virtual needle
path into the subject (Fig. 2). By viewing the subject through
the semi-transparent mirror, a hybrid image of the actual
subject and the annotated MR image were reflected to the
operator (Fig. 2). The surface entry point was indicated by a
laser line that was projected onto the skin surface of the
subject and by the intersecting projected needle path
(Fig. 1). Free-hand needle placement was performed by
manoeuvring the needle along the virtual needle path. MRcompatible, 22-gauge needles (Lufkin Needle, EZ-EM, Inc.,
Lake Success, NY, USA) of 5- and 10-cm in length were used
for facet joint injections. For all other targets, MR-compatible
20-gauge needles (MReye®, G11583, Cook Medical, Bloomington, IN, USA) of 10 or 15 cm length were used. An
individually adjustable clip-on depth gauge was used to mark
the planned insertion depth.
Following needle placement, turbo spin echo MR images
(TR, 1,200; TE, 12; FA, 120; Av, 1; ETL, 17; ST, 3 mm; SL, 5;
FOV, 256 × 224 mm; BR, 320 pixels; PR, 100 %; BW, 252 Hz;
TA, 12 s) of the needle were acquired for visual assessment of
the needle tip location (Fig. 2). Optional needle adjustments
were performed. A maximum of four needle adjustments was
permitted before a target was categorised as inaccessible.
Once the needle was in a satisfactory location, extension
tubing was connected. Facet joint injections were performed
outside the magnet. For all other targets, the subject was

% of
total

Medial branch
nerve block
% of
total

moved back into the magnet and injections were monitored
by real-time MRI using a continuously acquired and displayed single-slice T1/T2*-weighted FLASH 2D MRI sequence (TR, 9.3; TE, 3.5; FA, 60; Av, 1; ST, 5 mm; FOV,
256 × 224 mm; BR, 256; PR, 56 %; BW, 180 Hz; TA, 1 s/
frame) (Fig. 2) [12]. The operator observed the injection on
the display of the in-room console.
Finally, T1-weighted turbo spin echo images (TR, 500;
TE, 12; FA, 120; Av, 1; ETL, 17; ST, 3 mm; SL, 7; FOV,
256 × 224 mm; BR, 320 pixels; PR, 100 %; BW, 252 Hz;
TA, 32 s) with chemical fat saturation were acquired for
visualisation of the injected material.
Assessment of technical performance parameters
The number of needle adjustments was assessed including needle adjustment defined as repositioning of the
needle, i ncluding removal and new placement
(reinsertion), change of needle trajectory (trajectory
change), straight needle advancement for depth
(advancement) and straight needle withdrawal for depth
(withdrawal). The information was recorded during the
experiments. In addition, two observers performed a retrospective consensus image analysis to assess inadvertent puncture of
any non-targeted anatomical structure or vulnerable anatomical area, including the dural sac, spinal nerves and
the retroperitoneum.
The rate of successful injections was assessed by two
observers (JF and JAC), who independently categorised
the injections into successful versus unsuccessful using
a workstation. A successful injection was defined as the
MRI visualisation of the injected material inside (disk,
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Fig. 2 MR-guided epidural injection using image overlay navigation.
a Axial high-resolution three-dimensional TSE MR image at the L3–
L4 level demonstrates the posterior epidural fat (white arrow) situated
between the medial aspects of the right and left ligamentum flavum as
the target for epidural injection. The black arrow indicates the dural
sac. b Targeting and planning of the virtual needle path using the Perk
Station. c Axial (left) and sagittal (right) turbo spine echo MR images

demonstrate the tip of the needle (grey arrows) in the posterior epidural
fat pad (white arrows). The black arrow indicates the dural sac. d
Gradient echo real-time MR image (MR fluoroscopy) for monitoring
of the injection shows the needle (grey arrow) and the hyperintense
injectant accumulating in the epidural space (white arrow) (see movie
file). e Axial (left) and sagittal (right) T1-weighted MR images show
the injectant in the epidural space (white arrows)

facet joint, epidural space) or around the target (median
branch, spinal nerve roots). Minimal reflux along the
needle track was considered acceptable for successful
drug delivery. Image interpretations were performed on
fat-saturated T1-weighted turbo spin echo MR images in
random order, blinded to subject data, time and date. A
consensus interpretation was planned for assessment
differences.
A retrospective analysis of inaccessible targets was
planned. The degree of obliquity and height of inaccessible
disks were quantified using the measurement tool of the
work station of the MR imaging system. Measurements
were carried out three times by one observer. The degree
of facet osteoarthritis was rated on an ordinal scale of

normal, mild, moderate or severe by two observers in a
consensus interpretation [27].
Assessments of time requirements including the length of
time for targeting (targeting), needle placement (puncture),
MR imaging control of needle position (control) and injection of the contrast agent (injection) were calculated. Procedure time was defined as the sum of targeting, puncture,
control and injection times.
Statistical and quantitative assessments
Statistical analysis was performed with statistical software
(JMP, version 7.01 SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Categorical variables were expressed as frequencies and
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Fig. 3 MR-guided selective injections of the left and right L5 nerve
root using image overlay navigation. a Planning of the virtual needle
path (grey arrow) to the right L5 spinal nerve (white arrow) using Perk
Station. The right needle path travels between the right posterior
superior iliac spine (asterisk) and the right L5–S1 facet joint (black
arrow). The left needle path (not shown) travels between the left L5–S1
facet joints (black arrow) and a L5-S1 pseudoarticulation (x). b Intraprocedural photograph similar to the operator’s view with the MR

image projected onto the subject, laser line (white arrow), virtual
needle path (grey arrow) and operator’s hand with needle (black arrow)
(see movie file Figure 3b_movie.avi). c Axial turbo spine echo MR
image demonstrates the needle tips (grey arrows) near the L5–S1 nerve
roots (white arrows). d Axial, T1-weighted MR image with spectral fat
saturation shows the injectant in the epidural space (grey arrow) and
near the exiting L5 nerves close to the neural foramina (white arrows)

proportions. Quantitative variables were expressed as the
median with minimum and maximum values. A TukeyKramer Honestly Significant Difference test was used to
compute group differences. Intra-rater variability was
expressed by use of the coefficient of variation (CV) as
CV0σ/μ, where σ is the first standard deviation and μ is
the arithmetic mean. A P value of less than 0.05 was
considered to indicate a significant difference.

(13.6 %) discography; 11/187 targets (5.9 %) were inaccessible, including 6/11 (54.5 %) L5–S1 disks and 5/11 (45.5 %)
facet joints. Inaccessible disks showed a significantly (P<
0.001) greater obliquity (30°, range 27-34°) when compared
to the accessible L1–L5 disks (range, 2–17°) [CV06 %;
range, 0–25 %]. There was osseous fusion of one L5–S1 disk.
Disk heights were not significantly different [L5–S1: 5 mm
(0–9 mm), L1–L5 disks: 8-9 mm (5–14 mm), P00.06-1.00,
CV06 %; range, 0–17 %]. Inaccessible facet joints showed
moderate (n01) and severe (n02) facet osteoarthritis or osseous fusion (n01). Successful injection was achieved in all
accessible targets (176/187, 94.1 %), which required 47/176
(26.7 %) needle adjustments (% of total is given relative to
187 targets Table 2). There were no assessment differences.
There was no evidence of inadvertent puncture of nontargeted anatomical structures such as the dural sac, spinal
nerves or retroperitoneum. The median procedure time was
10.2 min (5–19 min). Procedure times for each target are given
in Table 3. There was no statistically significant difference

Results
All planned procedures (187/187, 100 %) were carried out
(Table 1, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6). Needle guidance with the IOS
was technically feasible in all three cadaver sizes. Needle
access was achieved in 176/187 targets (94.1 %) including
7/176 (4 %) epidural injections, 70/176 (39.8 %) selective
spinal nerve root injections, 35/176 (19.9 %) facet joint injections, 40/176 (22.7 %) medial branch nerve blocks and 24/176
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Fig. 4 MR-guided facet joint injections using image overlay navigation. a Planning of the virtual needle path (grey arrow) to the left L4–
L5 facet joint (black arrow) using the Perk Station. b Axial turbo spine
echo MR image following needle placement demonstrates the tips of

the needles (grey arrows) in the left and right facets joints (black
arrows). c Axial, T1-weighted MR image with spectral fat saturation
following injection shows the injectant (white arrows) in the left and
right facet joints

between targets (P00.86–1.00). The median targeting time
was 1 min (1–3 min). The median puncture time was 2.3 min
(1–5 min). The median control time was 2.5 min (1–5 min).
The median injection time was 3.5 min (2–7 min).

Performing MR-guided spinal procedures with the IOS
eliminates several limitations of interventional MR imaging,
including the requirement of a dedicated interventional MRI
system, limited patient access inside the magnet, and the
spatial and visual separation of the interventional site and
MR image [17–19, 32]. The IOS can be used with any
conventional MRI system with horizontal patient orientation
and an encoded table, without the need for a dedicated design.
The IOS creates an augmented reality environment by the
apparent fusion of the target and the MR image [33]. This
technique is different from the current practice of interventional MR imaging, which is characterised by the spatial and
visual separation of the target site and MR image [9, 10,
12–15, 18, 28]. Because the targeted structure appears in the
actual location of the subject and target, the IOS creates a
“look and feel” ambiance without the need to mentally
transfer the image information from a display onto the
subject [10, 11, 14, 17–19, 21, 27].
The use of high-resolution MRI data for navigation with the
IOS can improve the identification and targeting of small
spinal structures. The length of time required for the acquisition of the high-resolution MRI planning volume covering one

Discussion
Our investigation demonstrated that the technical performance of the IOS allowed for accurate lumbosacral spine
injections, including epidural injections, selective spinal
nerve root injections (perineural blocks), facet joint injections, medial branch nerve blocks and discograms.
Spine injections have been performed at 0.2- to 1.0-T
field strength dedicated open MR imaging systems and with
the more recently introduced clinical 1.5-T wide-bore MR
imaging systems [10, 12, 28]. Success rates were 79.5 %–
89 % for intra-articular facet joint injections [10, 12, 28],
97–100 % for selective lumbosacral nerve root injections
[12, 14, 28, 29] and 97–100 % for lumbar discograms [30,
31], without the occurrence of major complications. Our
data suggest that the IOS can achieve similar success rates.
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Fig. 5 MR-guided medial branch nerve block using image overlay
navigation. a Planning of the virtual needle path (grey arrow) to the
right L4 medial branch nerve (black arrow) using the Perk Station. b
Axial turbo spine echo MR image following needle placement demonstrates the tips of the needles (grey arrows) at the upper edge of the

transverse process (black arrows), near the anatomical location of the
medial branch nerve. c Axial, T1-weighted MR image with spectral fat
saturation following injection shows the injectant (white arrows) dispersed along the anatomical location of the medial branch nerve

spinal level ranges between 2 and 3 min. High success rates
were achieved, although few facet joints were inaccessible
because of degenerative changes, similar to previous reports
[10, 12, 28]. Augmented reality navigation was helpful for
needle access to the L5 spinal nerve in the case of an anatomical variant, such as an L5–S1 pseudo-articulation (Fig. 3),
with only a narrow anatomical window for needle access.
Adverse events of spine injections are rare, but can be
serious. Epidural injections through an interlaminar access
carry the risk of puncture of the dural sac with subsequent
intrathecal injection. The posterior epidural fat pocket situated
between the medial aspects of the ligamenta flava (Fig. 2) is a
relatively safe target for epidural drug delivery that was consistently visualised on the high-resolution MR image used for
targeting without the occurrence of intrathecal injections.
Intravascular uptake of injected material is a recognised
event during spinal injections, which occurs in 1.9–22 % of
fluoroscopically guided lumbar spinal injection procedures
[34–38]. Although its significance is not fully understood, it
has been linked to the rare, but devastating event of spinal cord
infarction after transforaminal and interlaminar lumbar

epidural injections [39–44]. Although unclear, a proposed
mechanism is intravascular uptake of particulate steroids,
which cause embolisation injury. With use of MRI guidance,
non-invasive, native MR angiography images could be
obtained to assess variant anatomy such as a low origin of a
dominant radiculomedullary artery branch (artery of Adamkiewicz), which may increase the risk of spinal cord infarction
[42]. Empirical recommendations to detect vascular uptake
before drug delivery include real-time monitoring of the injection of contrast agent [43]. As such, real-time MR monitoring
of epidural injections has been used to visualise vascular
uptake [12]. As a refinement of this technique, time-resolved
3D MR angiography techniques can be used to detect vascular
uptake through monitoring of a test injection of gadoliniumenhanced sterile saline. The safety of gadolinium-based contrast agents in combination with steroids has been shown in
lumbar spinal injection procedures [45]. Discography has a
minimal rate of discitis of about 0.17 % per patient using the
two-needle co-axial technique and prophylactic antibiotics
[46]. Instead of the single needle technique used in this initial
evaluation, a two-needle co-axial technique can be used.
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Fig. 6 MR-guided discography
using image overlay navigation.
a Planning of the virtual needle
path (grey arrow) into the
nucleus pulposus of the L4–L5
disk (white arrow) using the
Perk Station. b Axial turbo
spine echo MR image following
needle placement demonstrates
the tip of the needle (grey
arrows) in the nucleus pulposus
of the disk (white arrow). The
black arrow indicates the spared
L4 nerve root. c Sagittal, T1weighted MR image with spectral fat saturation following
discography L1–L5 shows the
injected material (white arrows)
outlining the nucleus pulposus
L1–L4. Note the obliquity of
the L5–S1 disk (grey arrow),
which did not allow for puncture using an axial needle path

In its current version, MRI guidance with the IOS is
limited to only axial plane needle paths. An axial needle
trajectory was adequate to access most of the targets; however, none of the significantly more oblique L5-S1 disks
was accessible (Fig. 6). In order to enable access to such
targets, we plan to include a tilting function in the IOS.
Our study design had limitations. Although efforts were
made to use a high number of cadavers, multiple procedures
were performed in one cadaver, which may result in clustering effects. Owing to the use of cadavers, effects of
patient motion and respiration were not apparent in our

study, which may influence the performance of static image
overlay navigation.
Based on the performance of the IOS of spinal injection
procedures in this cadaver trial, we plan to extend our work
to a clinical trial, which will yield additional data about
logistics, time requirements, patient acceptance and cost.
In summary, we conclude that MR-guided lumbar spinal
injection procedures with use of image overlay navigation
resulted in a high success rate. With use of augmented
reality MRI guidance, no inadvertent puncture of vulnerable, non-targeted anatomical structures occurred.

Table 2 Needle adjustments
Procedures

Epidural injection
Selective spinal nerve root injection
Facet joint injection
Medial branch nerve block
Discography
Total
% of total is given relative to 176 targets

Needle adjustment

Trajectory change

Advancement

Withdrawal

n

% of total

n

% of total

n

% of total

n

% of total

1
21
10
0
15
47/176

0.6
11.9
5.7
0.0
8.5
26.7

0
5
8
0
11
24/176

0.0
2.8
4.5
0.0
6.3
13.6

1
10
2
0
2
15/176

0.6
5.7
1.1
0.0
1.1
8.5

0
6
1
0
2
9/176

0.0
3.4
0.6
0.0
1.1
5.1
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Table 3 Procedure times
Procedure

Median [min]

Min [min]

Max [min]

Epidural injection
Selective spinal nerve
root injection
Facet joint injection

8.6
10.0

6
6

16
18

10.2

6

19

Medial branch nerve
block
Discography

10.0

5

19

10.0

5

17
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